Data recovery ranges anywhere from $100 for simpler jobs, $250-$450 for more complicated ones, and $900-$1100 if it requires a lab. There's no way for us to tell where yours would be without seeing it I'm afraid, but you're welcome to bring/mail it in for a free estimate.

**Drive shows up but can't copy files off:** Often $100-$250. This can be low level failure but can also be an issue with hardware/heads/platters that can end up in a $900-$1100 quote.

**Bad PCB:** $100-$250

**Firmware issues:** $250-$450. This is when the drive shows up but no data access. It spins, and no beeping. If it beeps read below.

**Stuck heads (beeping):** $450-$900 depending on the amount of work.

**Drive makes clicking noises:** $900-$1,100. Requires an ISO-5 Class-100 cleanroom. This is a very complicated procedure to pull off properly, requires lots of hunting for the right heads for YOUR drive, which means finding donors that were manufactured at the same time as your drive in many cases. This is not an easy process, can take multiple tries, and multiple parts orders to get right.

Please be aware that turnaround times are now 1-2 months due to COVID-19. We do offer a rushed service @ $45. This will put your HDD at the front of the queue.

**NOTE: WE DO NOT ACCEPT PRIOR REPAIR ATTEMPTED DRIVES**

**Location:** 141 W 27th St, New York, NY 10001, United States

**Phone:** (347) 552-2258

**Website:** [www.rossmanngroup.com](http://www.rossmanngroup.com)

**Opening times:** Monday – Friday 12-8PM. Saturday & Sunday 12-4pm.